ROOF PLAN GENERAL NOTES:

1. CLASS "A" ROOF ASSEMBLY. COMPOSITE SLATE ROOF TILES. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY. ASTM D3161, CLASS F, 110 MPH WIND RESISTANCE. UL CERTIFIED, SHINGLES MUST BE SELF-SEALING OR ARE HAND SEALED AND SHALL HAVE DOUBLE UNDERLAYMENT APPLICATION PER CRC R905.2.2. FELT TO CONFORM WITH A ASTM GRADE REQUIRED BY R905.2.3 AND THAT THE INSTALLATION IS PER R905.2.7. APPLIED IN SHINGLE FASHION ICC-ES-ESR -1389 COLOR: ONYX.

2. VENT AND ROOF STACKS SHALL PROJECT THE MINIMUM DISTANCE REQUIRED BY CODE. PAINT SUCK VENTS AND STACKS TO MATCH ROOF MATERIAL COLORS. LOCATED IN AREA LEAST VISIBLE FROM STREET AND CONCEAL IN DORMER VENTS WHENEVER POSSIBLE. COORDINATE LOCATIONS WITH ARCHITECT.

3. ALL VENTS AND ROOF STACKS TO HAVE RAIN PROTECTION CAPS WHERE POSSIBLE.

4. OPENINGS FOR VENTILATION SHALL BE COVERED WITH CORROSION RESISTANT, NON COMBUSTIBLE METAL MESH WITH MESH OPENING OF 1/4 INCH TO 1/8 INCH IN DIMENSION.

5. ROOF MATERIAL FASTENERS SHALL BE RATED TO SUSTAIN A MINIMUM WIND OF 80 M.P.H.

6. ROOF GUTTERS SHALL BE PROVIDED WITH THE MEANS TO PREVENT THE ACCUMULATION OF LEAVES AND DEBRIS IN THE GUTTER.

7. ROOF COVERING, WHERE THE ROOF PROFILE ALLOWS A SPACE BETWEEN THE ROOF COVERING AND ROOF DECKING, THE SPACES SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED TO PREVENT THE INTRUSION OF FLAMES AND EMBERS, BE FIRESTOPPED WITH APPROVED MATERIALS OR HAVE ONE LAYER OF NO. 72 ASTM CAP SHEET INSTALLED OVER THE COMBUSTIBLE DECKING.

8. ROOF VALLEYS, WHEN PROVIDED, VALLEY FLASHINGS SHALL BE NOT LESS 0.019-INCH (0.48 MM) (NO. 26 GALVANIZED SHEET) CORROSION-RESISTANT METAL INSTALLED OVER A MINIMUM 36-INCH-WIDE (914 MM) UNDERLAYMENT CONSISTING OF ONE LAYER OF NO. 72 ASTM CAP SHEET RUNNING THE FULL LENGTH OF THE VALLEY.